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Abstract—The Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) helps in managing abstraction in requirements by organizing them at four levels (product, feature, function and component). The RAM is adaptable and can be tailored to meet the needs of the various organizations. Because software requirements are an important source of information for developing high-level tests, organizations willing to adopt the RAM model need to know the suitability of the RAM requirements for developing high-level tests. To investigate this suitability, test cases from twenty randomly selected requirements were developed, analyzed and graded. Requirements were selected from the requirements document of a Course Management System, a web based software system that supports teachers and students in performing course related tasks. This paper describes the results of the requirements document analysis. The results show that requirements at lower levels in the RAM are suitable for developing executable tests whereas it is hard to develop from requirements at higher levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In traditional development methodologies, testing is considered to be the last phase. In such methodologies, testers design or at least execute tests in the last phase. Recent approaches to software testing show that testing activities can be started in parallel to the requirements engineering activities. The V-Model [1] maps testing activities with the software development phases of the waterfall model. This model suggests that acceptance tests can be designed as soon as requirements are available. Starting testing activities at an early stage provides many benefits, such as finding and fixing bugs in requirements before system implementation [2]. Fixing bugs before system implementation is cheaper [2], since addressing them at later stages can result in major changes in the design of the system [3]. Moreover, developing tests in the last stage may increase pressure on the testing team, which may affect their efficiency [4]. It is therefore very cost effective to use requirements for designing tests at a very early stage in development [5,10].

Market-Driven Requirements Engineering (MDRE) is concerned with the requirements engineering of products targeted for the mass market. The requirements for such products are elicited from various stakeholders (e.g. users, developers and marketers), which often operate on different levels of abstraction [6]. Managing such requirements with different levels of abstraction is a difficult task [7]. MDRE further complicates things because new requirements are continuously arriving in the requirements engineering process [8].

The Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) [6,7,9] developed by Gorschek and Wholin is a model for MDRE that helps in managing different levels of abstraction among the requirements and that can handle the continuous arrival of new requirements. RAM provides four levels of abstraction on which the requirements can be placed: product level, feature level, function level and component level.

In view of the benefits of early test development, it is important to analyze to what extent RAM requirements can be used to design efficient tests. A study on understanding the suitability of RAM requirements for testing will be of great value in generalizing this model.

This paper investigates the suitability of RAM requirements for designing high-level tests. To do so, we examined a RAM requirements document of a Course Management System (CMS). The CMS is a web-based software system that supports teachers and students in performing course related functions (e.g. add a course, add a course participant and view course calendar) [11]. The RAM model has already been implemented in some companies that have requirements documents according to the RAM specification. However, CMS is the only RAM requirements document that was accessible to us.

Major tasks of the suitability investigation include selection of a test case template, selection of sample requirements, test case development and test case grading based on a chosen criterion. Test cases were graded on the basis of the level of
The results indicate that most of the time it is possible to design executable test cases from the RAM requirements. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM). Section III describes the requirements document analysis of a RAM requirements document and it elaborates the different tasks of the requirements document analysis. Section IV describes the related work. Section V concludes the study and outlines the future work.

II. REQUIREMENTS ABSTRACTION MODEL (RAM)

In Market Driven Requirements Engineering (MDRE), the requirements are expected to come from various sources and they have various levels of abstraction. This makes it hard to manage the requirements. Gorschek and Wohlin have developed the Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) to manage requirements abstraction and the continuous arrival of requirements in the MDRE environments. The need for this model originated from the problems faced at Danaher Motion Särö AB (DHR) though the model is flexible and can be tailored for other organizations.

A. Structure of the RAM

MDRE development revolves around products in which different versions (releases) are produced over time. Potential stakeholders in a MDRE process may include end users, marketing teams, product managers etc. The requirements elicited from these sources may vary in their level of abstraction, as they are from different domains of knowledge. RAM provides four different levels of abstraction on which the requirements are placed:

1) Product Level

Requirements that are highly abstract (i.e. they represent product goals) are placed at the Product Level. The high abstraction in the product level requirements makes them directly comparable with product strategies and indirectly comparable with organizational strategies. This comparison can help managers to include or exclude any requirement and, moreover, to set the priorities of the requirements. A typical example of a product level requirement from the CMS is: “The product (software system) shall provide information to interested authorized system users about a course”.

2) Feature Level

Requirements which are features of the product are placed at the feature level. Features are characteristics of the system; requirements at this level provide abstract descriptions of these characteristics. “It shall be possible to attach news items to a course” is an example of the feature level requirement.

3) Function Level

The third level in the RAM contains functional aspects of the requirement. At this level each requirement is described in such a way that it clearly shows what a user or system can do. Description at this level can be used to develop a design of the system. Moreover, requirements at this level are supposed to be testable. “Only system administrators or the course administrator shall be able to add or remove participants to or from a specific course” is a function level requirement of the CMS.

4) Component Level

The last level in the RAM model is the Component Level. Requirements at this level have detailed information. Component level requirements generally describe how a problem is to be solved. An example of the component level requirement from the CMS system is “If the user enters an incorrect user id and/or password the login page shall be reloaded with information showing that an incorrect login has been attempted”.

Fig. 1 Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) Abstraction Levels

B. RAM Action Steps

Using RAM in the requirements engineering process involves three action steps, as shown in Fig. 2, execution of these action steps results in a requirement being placed at a particular level and linked with other requirements at adjacent level(s). The following is a brief description of these action steps.

Fig. 2 RAM Action Steps
1) Specify (Elicitation)

The first action step is to specify the raw requirements in a uniform way. To get a basic overview of the requirements, four attributes (more attributes are added in later stages) are specified in this action step. These attributes include Title, Description, Reason/Benefit/Rationale and Restrictions/Risks. The last two attributes are optional.

2) Place (Evaluation)

Place (evaluate) is the second action step of the RAM model. Each requirement is analyzed against a set of questions for each abstraction level starting at the product level. As soon as one question is answered positively, the requirement is placed at the corresponding level and the analysis is stopped. Some of the questions that are asked for product, feature, function and component levels are:

- **Product Level**
  - Is the requirement abstract enough to be comparable to the product strategies?

- **Feature Level**
  - Does the requirement describe what the system should include?

- **Function Level**
  - Does the requirement describe the functionality that is to be performed by the user?

- **Component Level**
  - Does the requirement consist of a specific suggestion as to how something should be done/solved?

3) Abstraction (Work-Up)

The third action step of the RAM is called abstraction, which is also known as work-up activities. In this action step, the requirements are abstracted or broken-down on the basis of their placement. New requirements called work-up requirements are created during these activities. Subsequently, a requirement is linked with existing or newly created requirements at adjacent level(s). In addition, to make requirements more detailed, additional attributes (Requirement Source, Due Date and Dependency) are added at this stage.

An important goal of the RAM is to make each requirement comparable with product strategies. To do so, RAM enforces the following two rules:

R1. “No requirement may exist without having a connection to the Product Level.”

R2. “All requirements must be broken down to the Function Level.”

To comply with R1, each requirement at a lower level is abstracted upward and linked with existing or work-up requirements at adjacent levels of the RAM. To fulfill rule R2, requirements at higher levels in the RAM are broken down and linked with other requirements at adjacent levels. The abstraction action step results in requirements that have explicit or implicit links (through other requirements) with the product strategies. Since requirements at this stage exist in chains, the removal of any requirement or addition of a new requirement requires action steps to be executed again.

III. SUITABILITY OF RAM REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH-LEVEL TESTING

To understand the suitability of RAM requirements for high-level testing, a requirements document analysis of a CMS was performed. The following sections describe the activities of our requirements document analysis and its application on the CMS.

A. Requirements Document Analysis Method

The requirements document analysis method used for this study consists of 4 steps: selection of sample requirements, selection of a test case template, selection of a test case grading criterion, and test case designing process. The following sections will describe each of these steps.

1) Selection of Requirements

Selection of requirements is the first activity of the requirements document analysis. For this study, sample requirements have been selected from a Course Management System requirements document. We have randomly selected 5 requirements from each RAM level (20 requirements in total). Due to the size limitation of the paper, we provide only one requirement from each level here (see Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Restriction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Swedish Market</td>
<td>The product is targeted towards the Swedish market</td>
<td>This may change in coming releases of the system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Product Access</td>
<td>Only users with the right privileges shall be able to view, add, edit or remove content in the product.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Access to add and remove course participants</td>
<td>Only system administrators or the course administrator shall be able to add or remove participants to or from a specific course.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Component</td>
<td>Successful Login</td>
<td>When a user has successfully logged in, the product shall display the user’s personal start page.</td>
<td>After user authentic ation, the user wants to start working.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Selection of the Test Case Template

The template for specifying a test case varies from
3) **Test Case Grading Criteria**

The test cases will be analyzed for the level of detail they contain and then graded on a scale of 5 to 1. The scale of 5 to 1 grading is as follows:

1: The test case is very incomplete and does not provide clear understanding of how to test the requirement. In certain cases, information given with the requirements does not provide an understanding of what to test and how to test. It is quite difficult to design test cases from such requirements. Test cases designed from such requirements are very ambiguous and generally state only the test purpose (goal).

2: The test case has some information extracted directly from the given description of the requirement but it cannot be considered as executable. Moreover, it is not possible to extract more information for this test case from other requirements in the requirements document.

3: The test case lacks information and is not in executable form. However, missing information can be inferred from other requirements or from the context of the requirement. Adding this information can make the test case executable.

4: The test case has information for some fields and it is in executable form. However, some information is missing which is not directly available from the given requirement. This missing information can easily be gathered from other requirements or from the context of the requirement.

5: The test case contains detailed information for each of its fields. The test case has clear preconditions, correct input data, obvious steps through which the test case runs and comprehensible expected outcomes. Moreover, all of the information has been extracted directly from the given requirement.

4) **Requirements Document Analysis Process**

For each test case, the fields of the test case template are filled in by manually extracting information from the corresponding requirement. If insufficient information is present for making a detailed test case, other requirements in the document are used as additional sources of information.

It is important to note that information for each test case must be extracted only from the given requirement, from the context of the requirement and from the other requirements in the requirements document. The author is not allowed to add information from his/her own experience. In this way, the test cases will be designed from each selected requirement. Subsequently, the test cases will be analyzed against the grading criteria and a suitable grade will be determined for each test case.

**B. Application of the Requirements Document Analysis Method**

We have applied the method described in section 3.1 to develop test cases from the sample requirements. Although multiple test cases can be designed from a single requirement, this study has been restricted to one test case per sample requirement. Thus, a total of 20 test cases have been designed from the 20 sample requirements. Due to the size limitation of the paper, it is not possible to discuss all 20 test cases here. We will develop, grade and discuss test cases from one requirement at each level.

Note that in the following test cases, information extracted from other requirements is put in italics.

1) **Test Case from Product Level Requirement**

Table III contains a test case designed from the product level requirement “Swedish Market”. The highly abstract nature of the test case only allows for the extraction of the test case purpose. Moreover, other requirements in the document do not provide any support to fill the remaining fields of the test case. With very incomplete information, the test case is assigned grade 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case ID</th>
<th>TC.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case Purpose</td>
<td>Test that the system supports the Swedish language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Requirement</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Results</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) Test Case from Feature Level Requirement
This test case has been designed from the “Product Access” feature level requirement. Along with the test case purpose, we can infer some information for preconditions and inputs from the description of the requirement. The description suggests that a user should be registered (precondition). In addition, viewing, adding and removing course content implies that a course ID (input) is required for all these tasks. Although the test case has information for the test case purpose, precondition and input, it lacks important information such as the steps required to execute the test. However, the use of other requirements in the document can help in extracting the missing information. For instance, we can infer possible expected results from the “Course start page content” requirement. This requirement stipulates that the start webpage of a course should contain links to many tasks which a user can perform (e.g. a links to course news, file archive, course calendar and discussion forum). In addition, “Personal start page content” and “Successful login” requirements provide actions required to view the course content (necessary steps to execute the test case). These requirements describe how a user can login to the system and what content a personal start page contains.

Adding information from other requirements results in a detailed (executable) test case. Therefore, it is assigned grade 3.

TABLE IV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case ID</th>
<th>Test Case Purpose</th>
<th>Customer Requirement</th>
<th>Preconditions</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Expected Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TC.2          | Test that a course participator (user) can view course content. | User is registered | User ID, User ID, User password | 1. Enter user ID  
2. Enter password  
3. Click on login button  
4. Select the course with the given course ID or name | The user will see a web page containing course news, file archive, course participators, course calendar, course information, course literature list, course links and discussion forum. |

3) Test Case from Function Level Requirement
The test case given in Table V has been designed from the function level requirement “Access to add and remove course participators”. Test case purpose, preconditions and inputs can easily be identified from the description of the requirement. However, the test case is incomplete because it lacks information for some fields. Exploring other requirements in the document can provide the missing information. Steps required to execute the test can be inferred from the “Personal start page”, the “Course start page” and the “Manage course participators” requirements. The first two requirements describe what content a personal and course start webpage contains.

The “Manage course participators” requirement describes that a system administrator and a course administrator can add a new participant to a course. With these requirements it is possible to determine the sequence of events all the way from the login of an administrator until the addition of a participant. Since the support of other requirements was required to design a detailed (executable) test case, this test case is assigned grade 3.

TABLE V
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case ID</th>
<th>Test Case Purpose</th>
<th>Customer Requirement</th>
<th>Preconditions</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Expected Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TC3          | Test that a course administrator can add course participators to a course. | Course administrator exists, Course ID exists, User is at personal page | User ID (or name), User (to add as participator) | 1. Open course start page  
2. Click on course participator link  
3. Add course participator |

4) Test Case from Component Level Requirement
Table VI contains a test case designed from the “Successful login” component level requirement. The description of the requirement is clear enough, and it is possible to infer information for all fields of the test case. Since this test case contains detailed information (extracted directly from the given requirement), the test case can be assigned grade 5 on the scale.

TABLE VI
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case ID</th>
<th>Test Case Purpose</th>
<th>Customer Requirement</th>
<th>Preconditions</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Expected Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TC4          | Test that when a registered user provides correct user ID and password, then he/she views the personal start page. | User exists, User is not logged in | User ID=valid user, User Password=valid password | 1. Provide User ID  
2. Provide User Password  
3. Login | User sees personal start page |
C. Test Cases Grade

Table VII contains the grades of all 20 test cases. We will discuss the results for each level individually, moving from component level to product level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAM Level</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEATURE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTION</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPONENT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

80% of the component level requirements (independently) allowed for the design of detailed test cases. This shows that component level requirements hold information which is suitable for designing test cases. Information provided for component level requirements clearly describes what to test and how to test.

For function level requirements, most of the time (80%), support of other requirements was required to design detailed tests. Generally, these requirements provide a clear understanding of what is to be tested, the possible inputs and the preconditions for the test. However, the contribution of other requirements is required to fill in information for remaining fields.

Three test cases designed from feature level requirements have grade 3, whereas 2 test cases have grade 2. None of the feature level requirements could help in designing executable test cases individually. However, for three test cases, support from other requirements made it possible to convert incomplete test cases into complete. The results show that feature level requirements only describe what is to be tested, but not how to test.

Results show that product level requirements are least suitable for designing test cases. None of the selected requirements could produce an executable test case. Three product level requirements could only provide test case purpose. Moreover, it was not possible to complete these test cases with the help of other requirements in the document.

Our study highlights an important issue concerning the criteria used to place a requirement on one of the four abstraction levels of the RAM. It appears that test cases generated from the feature and function level requirements show similar testability (the majority of test cases from both levels have grade 3). This suggests that the questions used to distinguish between the function and feature levels of RAM are not good enough. We therefore suggest a revision of these criteria to make the RAM model more effective.

In addition, RAM currently requires the breakdown of requirements down to the function level. Since component level requirements are better suited to generate test cases, it may be worthwhile to break requirements down to the component level instead.

IV. RELATED WORK

Although no explicit work had previously been performed to evaluate the RAM requirements for testing purposes, studies exist which evaluate other perspectives of the RAM.

Gorschek et al performed an industry evaluation of the RAM model [13]. The evaluation was made by using RAM in two separate requirements engineering processes, at DHR and ABB. Evaluation includes the study of the effects of using the RAM model in a requirements engineering process and the effects on quality of the requirements. The results of the study showed that RAM can improve a requirements engineering process. They also proved that RAM can be tailored for various organizations. Although they evaluated the RAM model from a different perspective, their results provided inputs to our study. Ultimately, the results of both studies are targeted towards generalizing the RAM model.

A large body of literature exists on test generation without using the RAM model. We describe two of these studies below.

Tahat et al [14] developed a method for automatic requirement-based black-box test generation. The method automatically converts individual requirements (textual and SDL formats) into SDL (Specification and Description Language) system models. In turn, SDL models are transformed into EFMS (Extended Finite State Machine) models. In the last step, test cases are automatically generated from EFMS models. The potential benefits of this approach are a reduction in the number of test cases and the better quality of the tests. The proposed method automatically generates test cases from requirements in both natural and formal languages, whereas we designed test cases manually from requirements in natural language only. Since the results of their method are very promising, it seems feasible to replace our manual test designing with this method for future requirements document analysis of RAM requirements documents.

Ryser and Glinz [15] proposed a method called SCENT, which systematically generates test cases from scenarios. The SCENT method first generates natural language scenarios from given requirements. Afterwards, these scenarios are formalized using state-charts, and test cases are generated by traversing paths in state-charts. The authors applied their SCENT method in two projects, and showed that their method can generate test cases from early phase artefacts (requirements document) in a systematic way. Since the SCENT method provides a systematic way of generating test cases from requirements, thus replacing our manual test design (that we used for designing test cases from RAM requirements) method with this can make our test designing process more efficient. Although the results of this method are very promising, some issues still need to be addressed. Generally, scenarios describe the functional behaviour of the system, and thus the SCENT method is not very effective for generating test cases from non-functional requirements.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have analyzed the suitability of the RAM requirements for high level testing. For this purpose, we have chosen sample requirements from the requirements document of a course management system. We have designed test cases from the selected RAM requirements, and graded them based on the bases of the level of detail they contain. The results of the study show that the testability of the requirements decreases as we move upward, from the component level to the product level. The component level requirements proved to be a good source for designing tests. In contrast, the product level requirements could not provide adequate support for designing tests. The function and feature level requirements showed same behaviour, i.e. individually, these requirements could not provide better support for test designing.

In total, 65% of the test cases were in executable form, either from the single requirement or the multiple requirements. These statistics illustrate that the RAM requirements are suitable for designing high-level tests. The results of our study will help in generalizing the RAM model, and they will provide input into the process of making the decision about its adoption.

In this paper, we have analyzed only a single requirements document (Course Management System). We have a plan to analyze more requirement documents from different domains in the near future. This will help in understanding the comparative behaviour of the results, (i.e. how the results of different requirement documents vary).
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